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Agenda

Wendy McGuinness

Roger Dennis

David Skilling

Q&A

Close and Survey

5.45 pm

6.00 pm

6.15 pm

6.30 pm

7.30 pm
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Wendy McGuinness



Part 1: Purpose

Part 2: Foresight in Aotearoa New Zealand since 1976

Part 3: The Long-term Insights Briefings (the Briefings)

Part 4: Stress-testing the Briefings – why they might fail?

Wendy McGuinness: Structure
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• The logo – what it means 

• Long-term + Insights = Foresight

• What keeps you awake at night?

• Everyone is a futurist. Curiosity is key!

• Three sights: hindsight, insight and foresight

• Good public policy has always been long-term

• Question the status quo! (Jeremy Heywood)

1.0  Purpose
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The cone of plausibility
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2.0  Foresight in Aotearoa New Zealand since 1976



1982: Commission for the Future’s ‘Future Contingencies’
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Revisiting Tomorrow: Navigating with Foresight event 
(30 Oct 2019)
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3.0 The long-term insights briefings
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Cabinet Paper:
A Unified Public Service (26 June 2019)

‘The legislative requirement to produce these 
reports will address the perceived lack of 
priority given to long-term thinking. This 
reporting requirement does not directly address 
the capability of the public service to think 
about the long term, but this capability is best 
addressed through non-legislative proposals.’
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DPMC Website:

‘The Briefings are think pieces on the future, not government policy. 
The requirement to publish a Briefing is a statutory duty on departmental 
chief executives, independent of ministers. They differ from the advice 
that the public service provides ministers, or the accountability and 
planning documents prepared for Parliament.

They provide an opportunity to enhance public debate on long-term 
issues and usefully contribute to future decision making – not only 
by government but also by Māori, business, academia, not-for-profit 
organisations, and the wider public.

The Briefings are a new and untested instrument and process. There 
will be lessons learned from the first round of Briefings to inform and 
improve the next, including helping refine the contents of the guidance.’
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4.0  Stress-testing the briefings – why they might fail?

CEOs might not deliver for the following reasons:

• Busy; overworked and suffering policy burnout (it has been a long 20 months)

• Shy; does not like being in the public arena

• Humble; does not think they have anything to offer 

• Uncertain; lacks a clear understanding of what success looks like

• Lacks foresight skills; does not have skills

• Risk adverse; does not want to show faults in their systems/management or selects less 
controversial topics

• Political safety; does not want to tarnish their existing working relationship with ministers 
and therefore does not cover topics that might go against current government policy

Symptoms:

• Delegates down, postpones and rushes it out, becomes operational, follows the checklist 
and fails to think strategically, does not consult, fails to seek out a diverse range of views 
or to ask difficult questions of staff/collaborators, does not collaborate/discuss Briefings 
with other CEs, and key collaborators do not know the Briefings exist.
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Existing briefings
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Image of our latest discussion paper
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Pandemic crisis
Intermittent noise

Biodiversity crisis
Low-frequency noise

Climate crisis
Continuous noise

Three crises
A noisy world

Three crises – three different types of noise
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Roger Dennis



V.U.C.A.
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Mental Models
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Why think about 
the future?
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“The trouble with the future is that it 
usually arrives before we’re ready for it.”
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David Skilling
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• Several other jurisdictions have developed strong capabilities around foresight. Consider the following selected 
small economy examples:

• Singapore
o Centre for Strategic Futures, PMO Strategy Unit, agency foresight units
o Regular strategic review processes (Committee for the Future Economy, Economic Strategies Committee); 

ongoing engagement with MNCs, thinkers, etc

• Finland
o Once every legislative term, the Government submits a report on the future to Parliament on a strategic 

policy topic (the 2018 report looked at the future of work)
o Government agencies also prepared futures reports, coordinated by the PMO

• Denmark
o Production Council, Globalisation Council

• Other countries produce national strategy documents that rest on a view of the future (Dubai, Ireland, etc.)

Selected small economy examples of foresight
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Key elements of successful foresight processes in government

• Importance of framing the right policy questions
o Contribute to answering key questions that are/should be on the strategic policy agenda

• Clear link to policy decision-making and resource allocation processes (the ‘so what’)
o These are strategic policy processes rather than intellectual exercises
o Distinguish between time horizons (H1 v H2 v H3)

• Demand from ministers/senior decision-makers
o There is a broadly-shared understanding that this work is important for good policy-making
o Foresight is embedded into the ongoing work of policy agencies

• Strong role for central agencies/whole of government machinery
o Most of the important issues are cross-cutting in nature
o Sustained investments in capability in agencies and across the system

• Involve the private sector and others; governments don’t have a monopoly on wisdom, 
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Thoughts on implications for New Zealand

• Select the right issues/questions that need to be on the strategic agenda – issues need to have the right level of altitude
o Big ‘grey rhino’ issues have not been picked up (population policy, risks of climate change)
o Covid has caused major disruption (tourism, migration) as well as accelerating existing dynamics (technology, 

climate change response)

• Build senior (ministers/CEs) demand for strategic foresight by demonstrating the value from these exercises (foreign or 
local examples) – and by creating public demand
o If not, these initiatives will not lead to change – as has been the case historically

• Build strategic capability across government agencies, develop role of central agencies in cross-cutting foresight work, 
reward agencies that do this well
o Strengthen coordination of the Insight Briefings across agencies
o There is a tendency to outsource strategic issues to commissions and others

• Approach this exercise in an internationally oriented way, build offshore networks
o Small economies are deeply exposed to external dynamics, are facing many similar issues to New Zealand, and 

have invested heavily in understanding the world around them
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Wendy McGuinness

McGuinness Institute

www.mcguinnessinstitute.org

wmcg@mcguinnessinstitute.org

David Skilling

Landfall Strategy Group

www.landfallstrategy.com

david.skilling@landfallstrategy.com

Roger Dennis

now@rogerdennis.com

Thank you so much for joining us.

We will email you a survey. The results will be synthesised for the 
panel to discuss with the Committee of Chairpersons and Deputies 

(21 September 2021). 


